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A report on Capacity Building of Teacher Educators for faculty 

members of District Institute of Education and Training (DIETs), 

IASEs and CTEs under Teacher Education and State Council of 

Education Research and Training (TE-SCERT)

– Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

"In the history of the universe, there has been nobody like you and to the infinity of time to come, there will be 
no one like you. You are original. You are rare. You are unique. Celebrate your uniqueness." 

                                               

Teachers have one of the most demanding vocations in the world and in 

order to fulfil their important roles with excellence, they need training, motivation as well 

as regular mental, emotional and spiritual rejuvenation. That educational systems the 

world over recognise the importance of the teacher is often evident by the resources 

spent on teacher capacity building. However, the issues often have been about building 

an effective model and mechanism that would develop and enhance the teachers' 

capacity and provide them avenues for professional development.

A government document reports the following lacunae in in-service teacher 

education and professional development -

?The current training approach is fragmented, often leading to a situation that 

teachers repeatedly attend the same training programme year after year. 

Consequently, training often does not lead to capacity enhancement or content 

enrichment, or result in enhancing motivation levels of teachers to bring about 

changes in classroom practices.

?The practice of developing an overall Training Plan, which delineates details of 

different training modules, does not exist, and needs to be introduced.

?Focus needs to be given to introduce and sustain interactive, participatory and 

democratic training methods/ processes.

This programme quiet essentially means enhancing and grooming one's 

outer and inner self to bring about a positive change to all our lives. Each individual has a 

distinct identity that can be developed, polished and refined. This process includes 

boosting one's confidence, improving communication and language speaking abilities, 

widening ones scope of knowledge, developing certain hobbies or skills, learning fine 

etiquettes and manners, adding style and grace to the way one looks, talks and walks 

and overall imbibing oneself with positivity, liveliness and peace.

The whole process of the professional development takes place over a 

period of time. Implementing this in the routine and bringing about a positive change in 

oneself takes a considerable amount of time. It is gaining more and more importance 

because it enables people to create a good impression about themselves on others; it 

helps them to build and develop relationships, helps in your career growth and also helps 

to improve financial needs. This is a tool that helps to realize the capabilities and your 



strengths making a person stronger, happier and a cheerful person with the highest 

achievement of the human mind and consciousness by the mindfulness. In the first 

phase we have proactive and reactive. In teacher education we need to teach others 

rather than teach the self. Learning never stops, it is a facilitation process. 

Personality is the sum total of ways in which an individual reacts and 

interacts with others. Or Personality is generally defined as the deeply ingrained and 

relatively enduring patterns of thought, feeling and behavior. In fact, when one refers to 

personality, it generally implies to all what is unique about an individual, the 

characteristics that makes one stand out in a crowd. Personalities is the sum total of 

individual's Psychological traits, characteristics, motives, habits, attitudes, beliefs and 

outlooks. Circumstances do not make the man, they just reveal him. All that you 

accomplish or fail to accomplish with your life is the direct result of your thoughts.

The teachers training institutions plays a pivotal role in capacity 

development of teaching fraternity and the teacher educators/faculty members of these 

training institutions holds the key responsibilities towards this cause. The capacity 

development of these teacher educators will enable enhanced capacity of teachers 

training institutions on training on self. The training programme for these teacher 

educators of the TTIs on was organized with the following objectives:

?To reflect on our mandate as teacher educators.

?To create a vision and a mission for teacher education In Odisha.

?To understand the role of our beliefs and thoughts in what we do as persons and   

Professionals.

?To be able to work together towards our vision as a team.

?To understand the kind of leaders that we are.

?To learn to be facilitative leaders.

?To be able to solve problems creatively.

?To understand the values we live by as professional educators.

?To understand the nature of teacher education as a profession.

As per plan the training programme for 75 faculty members/teacher 

educators from 30 DIETs/ IASE & CTE was organized in Puri from 23rd February to 4th 

March 2015 in two batches. The training was facilitated by the external resource person, 

Prof Thomas Vadeya, M. S University, Baroda. 

Inaugural Programme 

The inaugural programme of the training was attended by Additional 

Secretary, Deptt. of School & Mass Education, Govt. of Odisha, Shri Debaraj Senapati, 

Director, TE & SCERT, Ms. Lalita Pattnaik, Education Specialist, Unicef, Dr. Snigdha 

Objective of the training programme 

The Training Programme 
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Mishra, Deputy Director (TE) and our participants from all Teacher Training Institutes. Dr 

Snigdha Mishra, DD (TE) elaborated the need of the programme. 

This welcome session started with the brief recap and welcome to Prof. 

Thomas Vadeya by Dr. Snigdha Mishra, Deputy Director (TE) on behalf of State of 

Odisha, Dept. of School & Mass Education, Unicef and all participants. 

Additional Secretary, Shri Dasarathi Satpathy, spoke on three Ds, duty, 

dedication and devotion should be the motto. He emphasized on time management. 

Time, inspection, monitoring and evaluation are to be enhanced.

Addressing the participants the Director, TE & SCERT highlighted the 

importance of the capacity building programme and the role of teachers in skill 

development. He also discussed about the on going capacity building intervention 

implemented in the last days through different series of training in the state and 

emphasized on the need for engagement of teacher training institutes for further scaling 

up the intervention. He invited the attention for the better use of head, hand and heart 

for the betterment of self and the public. He emphasized the importance and utility of the 

training at the practical and field level. Capacity building has two things, why you take 

this training and what you get out of this; you will bring fame to the institution, so that 

you are trained. Your feelings, your perceptions, your mind, attitude and you are opining 

your voice that is shown that you have changed to a lot. Mind, Hands and Heart are the 

three important things for the success of the training. It is a commitment and 

determination. Motivation, commitment and responsibility are three things that led a 

person to change. No training can be successful without your interest and enthusiasm.

Briefing the objective Prof Vadeya spoke about the relevancy of third phase 

with reference to first and second phase for meaningful outcome of training objective 

through empowerment. He told this was all about working together. All three phases are 

linked, one being the key for the next. All these sessions are based on practical 

experiences rather than concepts. He emphasized on beautifying life with conscious 

living. Even if we donot act consciously life has its own course and the time passes on. 

We have three parts of mind superbly developed through evolution. This is such a 

initiative of Govt. of Odisha and Unicef that they are strengthening the teacher education 

and teacher educators of the State. They make the preference. Everybody has 

knowledge. It can help to grow them as persons. This is a beginning only and radical new 

way of looking at practice. It is going to take a time only, and we are taking it very 

seriously and feel very happy to look at the state's activity.

1. Instinctual mind which is inbuilt providing protection and safe guard. 

2. Emotional mind where there is energy in action.

3. Reasoning mind – which makes human rational.

Awareness through mindfulness and conscious living provide choices. The 

reasoning mind chooses among the choices and accepts responsibility stating, I am in 

charge of the steps taken by me. This module would provide us with the feeling of 

working in the group.
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Need of the training 

Training is a diagnosis of identifying the learning needs of the teachers. It is 

also a process to address those needs and enhance teachers capabilities in effective 

transaction of the curriculum in the classroom. It can be based on the studies and 

reviews regarding teacher's competencies, undertaken by concerned research and 

training organisations.

The training programme adopt methods that promote creativity, aesthetic 

and critical perspectives, and enable teacher educators to understand emerging trends 

taking place in the society. Problem solving, dramatization and role play are some 

hitherto under explored strategies that could be employed. 

In the initial discussion, Prof Vadeya asked to share their feeling being here, 

the views of the participants are recorded here:

?I am feeling happy and excited to be here.  
?I feel relaxed as I will be giving some time for myself in building my capacity
?I was very tired and here i will get time for mental peace.
?I feel relaxed
?I feel happy that I am getting time to explore myself.
?I feel happy and I will know more.
?I am happy and active to get more out of this training.
?I am curious to learn new and added to experiences.
?Delighted and happy to know something more and those can be added to my 

learnt experiences.
?I am very much happy to be here and try to solve my problem.
?I have a strong desire to attend the training, but after convincing my 
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The Role of the Teacher 

?Provide variety of learning situations to the learners 

?Ensure that each child is engaged in learning actively 

?Encourage learners to compare, debate, and share and learn from each other 

?Provide help (only when learner asks for it) in the form of scaffolds.

Active engagement involves enquiry, exploration, questioning, debates, 

application and reflection leading to theory building and creation of ideas/ 

positions. It is assumed that student possess rich array of past experiences, 

knowledge and beliefs which help in constructing new knowledge.

On the first day after registration the opening session started with taking a 

review of the last programme followed by the self-introduction of the teachers and their 

expectations from the training programme. Teachers would then be exposed to the 

presentations.



principal finally I am here.
?With many more difficulties finally I have managed to come here, so I am 

much more happy joining here.
?Effective management of classroom time.

Many of them shared that the learnings in the previous phases has enabled them 

to deal with the situations in the class room, at the work place, with family members, 

with public in a positive and productive manner. 

The participants were asked to share their achievement both at personal 

and professional level. They do share on what they have done after they moved from the 

training. Some of their experiences were noted down. They were asked to Recount their 

experience in terms of difference in their behaviour and attitudes;

?Self

?Others – relationship

?Health

?Work

?Any other

Each of the participants shared the changes in their behaviour and attitude 

in the given areas. Some of them are noted below and the format is annexed at the end of 

this document.

?Sri Debabrata Moharana spoke on execution on saving money, taking care of health 

by taking balanced diet without skipping meals at night.

?Ms. Plabani Bal, shared how she could apply the technique to solve the lesson plan 

problem at her institution.

?Ms. Bhubaneswari Mishra shared how she could overcome her feelings towards her 

daughter and how she could convince her principal to send her to attend the 

programme.

?Ms. Srutirupa said how she could change her food habit of taking more chocklates to 

take more fruits.

?Sri Chitrasen spoke out how he could handle the tense of admission and the 

behaviour of boss at his organization and dared to write to higher authorities for 

betterment of students.

?Sri Balabhadra Pujapanda expressed his concern of not completing last two phases 

due to important works assigned by department and hope to complete this phase. 

?Ms. Nibeditakar shared due to her change in attitude, how her family supported her 

to appear the examination.

?Ms. Soumya told about her patiently listening to others and not interrupting or 

interfering others during communication and she got a good response.
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?Ms. Rashmita told earlier she was arrogant and involved in arguing but now she has 

acquired the skill to deal with situation and left arguing.

?Ms. Nirupama shared how she could overcome the feeling of loneliness and accept 

the reality.

?Sri Prabodh Hota shared he could provide scope to empower one of his student in 

progressing in singing and shown five case studies.

?Ms. Jyostna madam told about how her absence was felt by her principal and how she 

could adjust with two places, as she has been deployed to Berhmpur and 

Bhubaneswar.

?Deputy Director Snigdha Madam shared her feelings at her work place and she has 

shown her mixed concern on her adjustment.

?Sri Chakadola Sahu told that he was reactive to all situations but now he has become 

proactive and of leaving five things – sugar, salt, flour, egg and oil.

?Sri Sarbani Sankar told about his food habits, how his interaction with principal 

developed faith on him and specifically sent him to attend the programme.

?Sri Ratindranath spoke about leaving communication blocks- advising, judging and 

how he could lessen them.

?Sri Akshaya told about his adjustments to his working environment proactively.

?Sri Premananda Nayak told about the mis happening happened with him and the way 

he managed the bad time.

?Ms. Pravati Mohapatra shared that she has stopped comparing her child with others, 

earlier when I was facing some problem, I use to ask people to help me, now I am 

handling myself. I am not taking anything negative, now I am very much positive in 

my other works also. I feel self acceptance & self confidence works.

Whatever we see in the universe is flexible. You live on your choice. These 

are all the choices you have made. So you are so beautifully managed to live your life 

happily. Stress is also a choice, you want to live in. Self responsibility is also increased 

and you are enjoying the joy of life. Now your life became much more organized. Unless 

you listen, you cannot be patient. Listening to be expanded. Perception is the route, so if 

you perceive things in a right way, you will think better. We need to look at our behaviour, 

without imposing, anything on the child. Now it is a good habit that you can impact more 

time to your family and became more proactive in your behaviour. The relationship is 

also important. You allow others to speak. Keep working on the same. The world is going 

to reflect on your behaviour how you would like to see. Somebody speaks more about 

you is actually not to you rather than speaking about themselves. You are not control 

about people's behaviour. People who are giving nameless letters, they don't have guts 

to face. We need the power of the self. 

Reflections:
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The first day was focused on the sharing of experience by the participants 

in terms of difference in behaviour and attitude, and it led foundation to start the 3rd 

phase training programme. 

After this he focused our attention to recall:

?The task we are given as teacher educators,

?The kind of teachers we want to prepare for the State and 

?What is our role in preparing such teachers?

Prof. Vadeya, made apowerpoint presentation of the mandate of teacher 

education. He stated that every child comes to this world with infinite capacity and 

potentials, and potentials are developed through exposure and opportunities and we 

make them developed. Goal is toughest, we have to produce that type of teacher, who 

have a heart, whose interaction with the child make them enable to learn, who can 

produce conducive environment for the child in which a child can grow. For quality 

interaction he divided the house into 4 groups and put two questions for reflections 

before the groups.

1. Despite the fact that teachers teach, children are not really learning, what do you 

think is the reason for the anomaly?

2. How can we in Teacher Education take the necessary steps to change the present 

scenario?

The participants sharing their views:

FBhubaneswari Mishra, represented how teacher is teaching only for teaching 

purpose, teacher have to come to the level of children, teacher have to update 

with new techniques, discoveries and also about good relationship and 

methodology.

FPrabodh Hota told the cause is lack of interest, reinforcement, pedagogy support.

FPravati Mohapatra focused the cause as lack of learningcentered class, not 

identification of potential child.

FSudarsan Samantara focused how teachers are over loaded, feeling behind 

categorization of teacher in the system.

FJayajyoti from unicef shared her experience in the block level CCE training, the 

attitude and negligence of our teachers has influence over the system not to 

move any where and the quality deteriorates.

FDeputy Director, Snigdha Madam, shared the ASER report of 2014 that how a 8th 

class child is unable to read book of class- 2.

By listening this Prof Vadeya and the house felt regretted. He told our 

approach should be as a testy dish, so that children can enjoy, acknowledging the 

problem is the 1st step for doing something. He shared his experience in Bihar that how 

the responses of teacher educators become less, when there is a question of experience 
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based. He summarized child can digest liquid foods, so teachers can only apply simple 

things of activity, experience, reflective based to take up the challenge together. 

Participants also put their views that, training should be organized according to the need 

of the teachers. 

The second session started by highlighting the important aspect that 

facilitation should be the important aspect of teacher education. He emphasized on the 

self of the teacher. He highlighted about creation of a shared vision for teacher 

education. He stated that a vision is an image of an ideal future state. A vision gives 

direction to all the efforts, a shared vision is a creative process of bringing together all 

our aspirations. He told a vision statement defines the purpose of teacher education in 

terms of the human values it purposes. He stated that three steps in creating a vision 

statement:

?Identify the real human values that drive teacher education

?Identify what you and all stakeholders value most about teacher education.

?Polish words until you have a vision statement inspiring enough to energize and 

motivate all stakeholders.

He divided the participants into groups and given a task to create a vision 

statement for teacher education, containing real human values, which will energize and 

motivate all the stakeholders. After the group discussion, all the groups were ready for 

presentation of vision statement.

1st group: “Prepare teachers to bear human qualities like creative, innovative, 

kind hearted, caring, responsible, fearless etc. so he becomes an 

agent for positive change of self for a better society.”

2nd group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha stand together to be innovative, 

creative, trust worthy, obedient, up to date to provide qualitative, 

valuable education for producing humane teachers.”

3rd group: “To build a well nourished potentially, uplifted, self motivated, 

democratic system of teacher education that leads towards 

innovative, enlightened learning society, through which individual 

potentialities can be explored to the maximum.”

4th Group: “We want to visualize the teachers those would be loving, caring to 

the children and who can be the facilitators to promote learning and 

reflective thinking with enhancing beautifying minds with wings.”

“We the Teacher Educators of Odisha stand together to prepare Humane teachers who 

are professionally skilled and role models of the society to produce students as 

responsible, caring, knowledgeable citizens of the country.”

The vision statements were:

1st Batch:

Combined Vision statement:
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2nd Batch:

Combined Vision statement

Mission for Teacher Education

1st Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha, promise to provide quality 

education to the student teachers to make them humane teachers”.

2nd Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha, help the teachers, learners and 

other stake holders of the system become good human beings by 

discovering their self, became capable, responsible, valuable, 

empathetic, innovative and confident by providing value based 

education through experiential learning and facilitation skill.”

3rd Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha, with the sense of working 

together by heart, resolve to accelerate the system of teacher 

education by providing dedicated, honest, creative, energetic, 

empathetic teachers, who will care, share and take children to the 

zenith of excellence.”

4th Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha resolve to facilitate the teacher 

education through live, dedication and cooperation to serve 

mankind”.

5th Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha, commit to empower and enrich 

the teachers through mentoring and teamwork in an environment of 

trust, freedom, democracy to ensure quality learning for each child.”

6th Group: “We the teacher educators of Odisha will prepare and nurture the 

teachers to reflective and humane by providing continuous and 

consistent support to produce human child.”

“We the Teacher Educators of Odisha, stand together to prepare humane 

teachers who are personally and professionally skilled and act as facilitator to ensure 

learning of each child and empower them to become responsible citizens”.

Then the participants were assigned to make effort to prepare a combined statement of 

vision for teacher education from these four statements.

“A vision without plan is just a dream,

a plan without a vision is just drudgery,

but a vision with a plan can change the world.”

He told a mission statement also defines the purpose and primary 

objectives of teacher education, but is expressed in terms of the key measures that must 

be taken to achieve vision. He explained to create the mission statement the steps are:

?dentify the core competency for teacher education.

?Identify the most important measures for success.
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?Compare the core competency and success measures into a measurable goal.

?Refine the words until you have a concise statement of your vision.

“To prepare humane teachers by providing quality teacher education 

through experiential learning, team work and collaboration in the spirit of trust, 

inclusiveness and democratic atmosphere for the satisfaction of stakeholders.”

Prof. Vadeya, explained with the help of a diagram about SWOT analysis. 

According to it the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are helpful for 

achieving the vision and mission we have. So another task is given to the same four 

groups to rewrite and identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats we 

are having in our system. The group leaders presented their report in the context of 

Odisha.

Mission statement:
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Two more puzzles given by Prof Vadeya to understand the concept of 

creative problem solving and the participants were involved to solve it. There was a 

discussion about the skills of problem solving which requires the mental skills like 

analytical, critical and creative thinking. There was also discussion about the blocks of 

creative thinking.  
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In the next session, there was a group work on “working in teams', each 

group has assigned with four questions:

1. What is a team?

2. Why do we need a team?

3. Strength of a team

4. What makes a team succeed?

Team work - Question – 1- What is a team?

1. A team consists of members of group of persons to achieve the objectives.

2. A team consists of a group of people of people having a commono goal 

achieveing the group by sharing, caring.

3. A team is a group of people with shared vision and a common goal. It tends to 

eager to work, learn, it stands for motivation and accepts mentally to learn.

4. Team is a constructive collaboration to achive a desired result.

5. A team consists of members in which people respect others views and act 

accordingly.

6. A group of people striving to reach a common goal together.

Question – 2 – Why do we need a team?

1. We need a team to achieve the goal, solve the problem, stand together at 

crisis and get support from each other.

2. We need a team to achieve the desired goal exactly and meaningfully

3. The team is needed to accomplish and compensated our limitations and we 

have many experiences and helps in learning from experiences.

4. We need a team because to have divergent thinking and to share the ideas and 

to bring the variety of ideas to make use of all brains.

5. We need a team because to get more ideas and support. As the work is 

distributed among the team members and stress is minimized.

6. We need a team to achieving the goal with less effort, using strength of each 

other, developing interpersonal relationship, helping each other to progress, 

together each achieves more.

Question – 3- Strength of a team.

1. The team members work together., there is we feeling and it reduces the 

burden and develops the competency.

2. The strength of the team, participation and inter-personal competency 

developed

3. Unity, comprehensive level, mutual trust, facilitation by each member.
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4. Feeling of togetherness, understanding, strength of cooperation, common goal 

and success.

5. Goal oriented feeing, sharing, caring and success.

6. Shared vision, opportunity to learn from each other, creation of enery and 

enjoyment, sharing of expertise and ideas, better decision making, 

involvement and commitment, making decisions based on a range of ideas, 

encouragement to power.

Question – 4 - What makes a team succeed?

1. Discipline among team members, rules and regulations, respecting everybodys 

opinion, proper planning, sharing of experience, 

2. A team succeeds in realizing the goal, a sense of confidence and transparency 

and unity.

3. The success of a team depends on junior and senior, all should know about 

their goals and responsibility, more emphasis on goal and not emphasizing the

4. Follow the team leader, smart work is important, cooperation of group 

members, team discipline, follow the rulkes and regulations.

5. If a team works unitedly with sharing and caring with ateam spirit then it is 

successful

6. Team spirit, group effort, fellow feeling, shared vision makes a group succeed.

All the groups had given their opinion about these four questions and all 

agreed about the importance of team leader cooperation among the team members 

is most essential to achieve the goal of a team.
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Fish Bone Analysis

This activity was explained by Prof Vadeya by the help of an example. He 

assigned to findout one of the problem of teacher education and to write it in the fish 

bone analysis. Each and every group had identified the problems of teacher education 

such as:
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A comprehensive narration was given by Prof Vadeya, regarding role & 

impact of thoughts and beliefs in our way of life and then the participants were asked to 

write down the thoughts and beliefs, about yourself, colleagues, students and teacher 

education. 

There was a discussion on creative problem solving. The key points are:

?Stages in problem solving

?Skills for problem solving

?Creative thinking skills

?Blocks to creative thinking

?Brainstorming

?Disney's creative process

In the valedictory session, we have with us, Sri Debaraj Senapati, Director, 

TE & SCERT, Odisha, Dr Snigdha Mishra, Deputy Director (TE) & Prof Thomas Vadeya, 

Retd Prof, M.S University, Baroda, the facilitator of this training.

The CD for the second phase training ( Skills of Facilitation & Mentoring) was 

released by the dignitaries in the dias and participants. Mr Thomas Vadeya expressed his 

deep gratitude to this Directorate for their kind support for this endeavour and UNICEF. 

Dr Snigdha Mishra, thanked all the participants and dignitaries for making the 

programme a successful one.

Summing up 

At the end the training programme Mr.DebarajSenapati, Director, TE & 

SCERT invited participants to speak on the effectiveness of the training programme and 

seek the feedback for further strengthening the capacity building training programme. 

He also thanked the participants for their active participation and urged to take forward 

the capacity building programme through teachers' training and other programmes of 

the different TEIs.

Learner- teacher and learners' interaction should be encouraged. The 

teacher's role needs to be shifted from a source of knowledge to a facilitator in 

transforming information and knowledge. The teacher is to create teaching- learning 

that facilitates the development of critical thinking within democratic environment of 

learning where all children – irrespective of caste, religion, region, community and 

gender should be able to participate. Teachers must have the freedom to decide how 

they are going to teach and how their students are going to learn. Teachers need to 

understand how and when they can use different teaching styles and strategies 

effectively. Such decisions will also require us to consider the diversity of ways in which 

students learn. Although it may be felt that certain teaching styles and strategies might 

be more appropriate given the personality and philosophy about teaching. 

Valedictory session:
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Way Forward for taking up capacity building programme in In/Pre service 

teachers' training programme

?Development of a google group for all participants and each all of us will be part of 

this for sharing and exchange of ideas.

?The State Resource Group members were to sit in their respective institutions and 

facilitate the discussion in regional level or cluster level havingdiscussed with the 

participants in acknowledgement with SCERT for its integration and strengthening 

of teachers training programme 

?Appropriate format / checklist to be developed and shared with all the participants, 

so that everybody will  respond to it bimonthly or quarterly. Both softcopy and hard 

copy of the document shall be sent to SCERT for filing purpose and further follow-up 

action.

?Write-ups in form of case studies, success stories, documentaries, facilitative 

discussions to be developed and collected from the field and may be published in 

form of journals and publications. 

?Technical support shall be provided by the State Resource Group (SRG) for 

undertaking the meetings on capacity building  sessions at Institution level.

?The Teacher Education Institutions should be used as a platform to advocate on the 

capacity building and promote age appropriate and cultural relevant education in 

schools for enabling a safe and rewarding quality education initiative for our pupil 

teachers and teacher educators in the state.



The activity on making a tower laid adequate emphasis on the importance of team work, leadership 
style, quality and scientific approach towards making an innovation stand for a long time with 
available resources.

The presentation made by Prof. Thomas Vadeya was an eye-opener. The participants need to work on 
the same to improve the quality and other initiatives.

The process of presentation is extremely helpful. This kind of a resource person and the level of 
training verify our understanding of student learning levels.

Hope many more sessions (workshop) like this in the near future will be introduced and opportunity 
will be given to us.

Understanding the self and its implications is useful for changing the attitude and behaviour as 
required for developing the self.

PARTICIPANTS VOICES……

The sessions helped us to understand the importance of visioning, in enhancing the capacity of the 
institution as well as the self. 

The Fish Bone analysis is a completely new concept and it raised some interesting questions sparking 
off a healthy debate on different issues identified.

It helped us to understand our stand today and our long vision in teacher education, where we want 
to see our education system in near future, and the exercise is a real brain storming. The pictorial 
presentation shows our innovation of ideas and enjoyed the activity a lot.
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Today there was a team work on “Earn as much as Possible”, the findings of the exercise reveals our 
attitude, while we were working in a team and learnt that team work, works for a greater benefit and 
the teams suggestions were collected one by one shows giving respect to each and everyone's' ideas 
and concepts. 

Our resource person, Prof Thomas Vadeya, a Resourceful facilitator, enriched the session with full of 
information. I have learnt many more new things from this fruitful fivedays workshop. 

The structure, design and presentation of the 'module' and its different sessions, group exercises, 
activity and team work  was excellent. 

The sessions were very practical. The participants got the opportunity to think through the different 
activities done.  They gained insights into the teacher education system and its real implication. 
Most of all, they could get hands on practice in planning for improvement.

A teacher professional development system built with teacher mentors and master trainers who are 
constantly updated in knowledge and skills will ensure proper implementation at the institutional 
level.

The 5 days of the workshop were extremely proactive, refreshing and energizing!
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A very enriching experience for all teacher educators! Very interactive sessions. A very innovative 
and  wonderful workshop.



Capacity Building of Teacher Educators

Phase III– Enhancing Professional Attitudes and Skills.

Venue: Hotel Vijoya International, Puri

Date: 23rdFebruary to 27th February, 2015& 28th February to 04th March, 2015

Batch: 1st Batch& 2nd Batch

Training Agenda

· Objectives of the program

· Creating a shared vision for teacher education

· What is our mission for teacher education?

· SWOT Analysis

· Strategic planning for action

· Implementation

· Neuroscience of Beliefs

· Working together in Teams

· Teacher Educators as Leaders

· Facilitative Leadership

· Creative Problem Solving

· Reflection on being a professional educator

· Teacher Education as a profession
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INDIVIDUAL 
STORIES



Self is the most important thing but most people neglect themselves. We are built 

for health and not for sickness. Our behaviour is the request of our mind. Regarding 

self I assert that I will make a keen observation of my students and surroundings. I 

will develop more positive attitudes for it. Previously I neglected my health by not 

doing pranayama and yogasan. But now on I will do so. I shall try to convert my 

work place from gloomy to a challenging and enlighten one. Previously I had less 

involvement but I will have greater involvement with the environment. Regarding 

anyother change I shall change the situation by taking the lead. In abstract I can 

say that I will focus on the change which I have learnt.

After completion of my two phases of capacity building training programme, I have 

learnt more. But I will express only few experiences, I have learnt from Prof Thomas 

Vadeya about importance of work not theory. So I am expressing about my own 

experience. I am very unfortunate person I have lost my one son who was twenty 

six years old. I was ready to go in negative way, but I remember about my training. 

I have analysed my self and identify my capabilities and delimit my goal in terms of 

my abilities. So, I accepted my self and act in accordance with it. Earlier I was 

aspiring high but now I have delimited with my abilities, I have developed self 

confidence which energiges myself towards my work.

My relationship with others become more stronger than before as I have dealt with 

them empathetically. People accept my behaviour and attitude with a glimpse of 

smile. They never find difference between me and them.

My behaviour towards my health become more scientific, analysing bit details about 

health. I avoid situations which gives me stress and do meditation to have a sound 

mind. I have developed a good attitude towards my health by adopting EFT 

technique and doing meditation regularly.

At workplace, my behaviour is accepted by all employees including the principal. 

The principal has developed trust in me and my work. Hence, he has given more 

responsibilities than before.

As a whole, my behaviour has become more refined, cultured, sociable than before. 

I am leading a very happy and cheerful life. So, the first two phases of learning have 

benefitted me a lot. I have changed myself to a more stronger self and broad out 

look and vision, become more rational and scientific in my outlook and good 

attitude towards my health and work.

PRABODH KU HOTA, TE, DIET- NUAPADA

PREMANANDA NAYAK, TE, DIET- MALKANGIRI, CHITRAKONDA

SRI SARBANI SANKAR PANIGRAHI, KSUB CTE, BHANJANAGAR
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Gradually, I tried to control myself. I am struggling with my thought till today. I am 

trying to change my negative thoughts to positive thought. It is very easy to say 

good speech. But it is too difficult to convert into action. I know good practice makes 

perfect. Whole life I am trying to be a good person. It will continue till my death. 

Really I am trying to avoid my weakness. I know very well about my weakness. So I 

have to remove my weakness through practice. I know about my stage fear. I am 

trying to develop my self-confidence. Now I am seeking for peace. I know peace is 

in our mind. So I am practicing meditation for peaceful life. I pray to lord Jagannath, 

to save me in this bad period. I excuse myself, as I am mentally and physically 

upset. I will apply significant learning as per possible on part of me. I have no more 

to express about me.  

Before this three phases of training, I used to think that most of the people in my 

family and in work place are less knowledgeable than me. When someone in my 

friend circle and work place achieve something which I failed to get, then I get 

emotionally disturbed. But this programme gives me a clear distinction between 

self and ego. Now I view others as the extended form of same consciousness. This 

cognitive shift enabled me to visualise success and failures of mine as well as others 

in a more broad way. Now I am trying to celebrate the success of others as of mine. 

This way of looking at to the same reality has lowered by anger and frustration. Now 

I am happy with my success and failures and also the same feelings with others. due 

to this I realized less physical stress also.

I had a horrible relationship with one of my collague. Every time he speaks, he 

speaks something negative and I react immediately thinking that I am right and he 

is wrong. Thus, a cash of opinion, occurs and every time I found myself in a 

conflicting situation with him. In this training programme, I came to know the 

theory behind why we react. I react not because he told something bad or wrong to 

me, rather due to fact that he didn't meet the expectation that I have about him. 

Expectation of one individual can not be achieved by the effort of another. The 

above cognitive shift helped me to shape the relationship with him. Now when he 

speaks something, I view it as his opinions, his way of looking which is different 

than mine. Now my level of acceptance towards him as well as towards others has 

increased a lot. As a result of which I find myself less in conflict situation.

As our relationship has shifted in a positive direction, now our staff room 

environment is very cordial and friendly. This has contributed significantly to my 

mental health as well as physical health. 

GOUTAM KU PATRA, TE, DIET- GAJAPATI
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I was very aggressive. I was struggling to reduce my anger. Due to my 

aggressiveness, the relationship with others was going to be disturbed most of the 

time. Once I get angry, the anger continued for 4-5 days and I feel disappointed. 

But presently I am feeling that my behaviour has been changed. My anger level has 

been reduced. Due to this type of change my relationship with others has been 

developed.

Problems faced in the changing process:

As I was habituated with getting angry very quickly, so unconsciously this 

behaviour came to me. But when I become conscious and the words of prof. 

Vadeya's voice rang in my ear, then my eagerness disappeared. 

What actions I have taken for a change?

· I started respecting each & every person.

· I have always in my mind, the 03 fold orientation that I learnt from the 

training, that each individual is capable, valuable and responsible.

· Every person is a different person – and I work on this principle.

Finally I succeeded on my problem. Now I treat every person as a different person 

at every moment. This change in behaviour has reduced my stress level in personal 

as well as professional life.

During internship teaching, one of my student reacted and argued against making a 

lesson plan. He is a very reactive student. At that time I faced a problem that how to 

make understand the learner.

What actions I have taken?

?I listened him patiently.

?I did not judge that student, only I listened carefully.

?Then I started facilitating him.

Results I found:

?After half an hour facilitation session, that student himself worked out on his 

problem.

?He understand the problem and finally agreed to prepare a plan.

?I had identified the areas on which I wanted to work with. These areas are:

?Anger/ aggressive behaviour: I have worked on this, I am able to change this 

behaviour. I am now also continuing regarding this behaviour.

?Reactive behaviour: I have overcome it to the maximum, some more work 

needed.

?Impatient: I have developed on this behaviour. Now I am a patient listener.

PLABANI BAL, LECTURER IN EDUCATION, UGCTE, BARIPADA
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I want to achieve the following:

?Proper time management in my personal and professional life.

?Laziness/ comfortzone I want to leave

?Irregularity in taking food.

?Unnecessary wastage of money.

Before these three phases of training, I was thinking that some members of the 

team and my family are less known than me on every aspect. I used to pay less 

attention to their ideas and themselves. But this programme, gave me a clear 

distinction between what to do and what not to do. Now I take others views as the 

extended form of the same consciousness. This cognitive shift enabled me to 

visualise success and failures of mine as well as others in some more broad way. 

Now I am taking others success as of mine. 

I was getting angry upon my family members and the trainees who get training 

under us. But after this training, my temper is totally controlled. Now I can handle 

any situation smoothly. This helped me to shape my relationship with people of my 

environment. Now if somebody speaks something, I take this as his views, his way 

of life, way of looking which is different than that of mine. Now, my level of 

acceptance towards others boosted a lot. So I find myself less in conflict situation. 

As our relationship developed in a positive way, now our staff room environment is 

very cordial and friendly.

My personal & social relationships are also developed with everybody. This has 

contributed significantly to my mental and physical health.

PRADEEP KU JENA, TE, DIET- GAJAPATI
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ACTION PLAN
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FEEDBACK FROM 
PARTICIPANTS



FEEDBACK FROM PARTICIPANTS…..

A questionnaire was given to the participants, which contains 10 questions 

and we have collected 54 feedback sheets, out of which some of the responses were 

recorded here against the questions given.
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